Sexual Harassment at Work does not have to be tolerated. It's Illegal.

If you are being sexually harassed, report it immediately to your supervisor or contact:

Sexual Harassment Officer

You can file a Complaint of Discrimination with the MA Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) at one of the following locations:

Boston Headquarters
1 Ashburton Place, Ste. 601, Boston, MA 02108
Phone: 617-994-6000 Fax: 617-994-6024

New Bedford
128 Union St. Ste. 206, New Bedford, MA 02740
Phone: 774-510-5801 Fax: 774-510-5802

Springfield
436 Dwight Street, Rm. 220, Springfield, MA 01103
Phone: 413-739-2145 Fax: 413-739-2185

Worcester
484 Main Street, Rm. 320, Worcester, MA 01608
Phone: 508-453-9630 Fax: 508-755-3861